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Abstract 

Purpose: To investigate the separated and combined influences of inner zone 

(IZ) diameter and effective add power of dual-focus contact lenses (CL) in the 

image quality at distance and near viewing, in a functional accommodating 

model eye.  

Methods: Computational wave-optics methods were used to define zonal bifocal 

pupil functions, representing the optic zones of nine dual-focus centre-distance 

CLs. The dual-focus pupil functions were defined having IZ diameters of 2.10, 

3.36 and 4.00 mm, with add powers of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 dioptres, for each 

design, that resulted in a ratio of 64%/36% between the distance and treatment 

zone areas, bounded by a 6 mm entrance pupil. A through-focus routine was 

implemented in Matlab to simulate the changes in image quality, calculated 

from the Visual Strehl ratio, as the eye with the dual-focus accommodates, from 

0 to -3.00D target vergences. Accommodative responses were defined as the 

changes in the defocus coefficient, combined with a change in 4th and 6th order 

spherical aberration, that produced a peak in image quality at each target 

vergence.  

Results: Distance viewing image quality was marginally affected by IZ diameter 

but not by add power. Near image quality obtained when focusing the image 

formed by the near optics was only higher by a small amount compared to the 

other two IZ diameters. The mean ± standard deviation values obtained with the 

three adds were 0.28±0.02, 0.23±0.02 and 0.22±0.02, for the small, medium 

and larger IZ diameters, respectively. On the other hand, near image quality 

predicted by focusing the image formed by the distance optics was considerably 

lower relatively to the other two IZ diameters. The mean ± standard deviation 
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values obtained with the three adds were 0.15±0.01, 0.38±0.00 and 0.54±0.01, 

for the small, medium and larger IZ diameters, respectively.  

Conclusions: During near viewing through dual-focus CLs, image quality 

depends on the diameter of the most inner zone of the CL, while add power 

only affects the range of clear focus when focusing the image formed by the CL 

near optics. When only image quality gain is taken in to consideration, medium 

and large IZ diameters designs are most likely to promote normal 

accommodative responses driven by the CL distance optics, while a smaller IZ 

diameter design is most likely to promote a reduced accommodative response 

driven by the dual-focus CL near optics. 

 

 

 Introduction 

 

 Myopia control is one of the main challenges in vision sciences for the 

21st century, as the prevalence of myopia is projected to increase from 

approximately two billion people worldwide in 2010 to almost five billion people 

in 2050, bringing with it both short and long-term health challenges.1,2  

The possibility of actively interfering with the progression of myopia by means of 

refractive therapeutic intervention, rather than simply compensating, addresses 

myopia not only as a refractive anomaly that can be optically compensated but 

also a condition that can be treated, or at least managed.3,4 The basis for this 

refractive therapeutic intervention is set in the hypothesis that hyperopic 

defocus imposed on young eyes accelerates eye growth while imposed myopia 

slows it.5,6 This hypothesis has given birth to two main theories cited in the 

literature: 1) evidence based from animal studies suggests that peripheral 

hyperopic defocus exacerbates myopia progression, while inducing myopic 

peripheral defocus can slow myopia progression;7 or 2) myopes with esophoria 

at near tend to present higher accommodative lags to prevent the increase of 

the esophoria and potentially double vision through additional accommodative 

convergence, thus providing an addition power at near would compensate for 

hyperopic defocus while maintaining simple binocular vision.8–10 Independently 

of the myopic regulatory mechanism proposed, contact lenses (CL) with power 

profiles like the ones used to compensate for presbyopia, with central distance 

areas surrounded by near vision zones (addition power) or alternating near-

distance areas, seem to provide a pathway for this refractive therapeutic 

intervention.  

During the last decade, several studies comparing the efficacy of 

multifocal and single vision lenses reported reductions in myopic progression. 

The reported efficacy ranged from 30% to 72% as measured by mean 

cycloplegic spherical equivalent (SE) with a maximum of 80% in axial length 

(AL), depending on the CL’s design.11–15 More recently a new study providing 

data from three years reported a 59% of efficacy in slowing myopia progression, 

as measured by mean cycloplegic SE, and 52% as measured by mean axial 

elongation of the eye when compared to the children in the control group 

wearing a single vision CL (Paul Chamberlain et al., IMC, September 16, 2017). 

Although these average results seem promising, they present an intriguing 



inter-subject variation concerning the efficacy of this supposed regulatory effect 

that could, at least in part, be related to the CL design and intrinsic optical and 

anatomical characteristics of each individual.  

It is well documented that myopic individuals present a large variability in 

their ocular dimensions, particularly in posterior pole shape,16–19 that might 

compromise the therapeutic effect of the CL optics when combined with the 

eye’s optics. For instance, a more prolate or less oblate retinal shape will yield a 

more hyperopic or less myopic peripheral refraction, respectively.20 Another 

possible source of variation might be related with the different nature of the two 

myopia progression mechanisms postulated in the literature. If a bifocal CL is 

fitted to produce peripheral myopic defocus, but the patient, instead of 

accommodating, uses the treatment zones during near viewing as if they were 

addition zones, then the distance correction zones will produce hyperopic retinal 

defocus during near viewing with the potential for exacerbating eye elongation 

and myopia progression.21 On the other hand, the use of add powers to control 

myopia development is based upon the accommodative lag hypothesis of foveal 

hyperopic blur, which implies that the patient makes use of the addition zones 

during near viewing. Lag theory should also need a lower addition power 

compared to the peripheral defocus theory, otherwise children would only 

benefit from the lens near optics for accommodative demands equal or above 

the effective addition power of the CLs. When considering these aspects, and in 

spite of some controversy found in the literature, it seems unlikely that there 

might be some kind of synergistic effect between the two hypothetical myopia 

progression mechanisms. Thus, the same bifocal optical profile might not be 

adequate for both purposes.  

Therefore, we hypothesise that the actual image quality of young patients 

when viewing through bifocal contact lenses prescribed for myopia control might 

be dependent on the power profile of the CL, in particular its inner zone (IZ) 

diameter and effective add power, and that these differences in image quality 

during near viewing might eventually influence the patient’s accommodative 

response differently. Although the core idea of examining the impact of zone 

geometry and add power interacting with ocular higher order aberrations 

(HOAs) on the resulting image quality for distance and near targets has been 

extensively studied before by Bradley and co-workers for presbyopic eyes,22 the 

changing in spherical aberration (SA) that accompanies accommodation 

necessitates a re-examination for young accommodating eyes. These potential 

sources of variation were investigated through numerical simulation in an 

accommodative functional eye model “fitted” with different bifocal centre-

distance concentric designs, also designated as dual-focus power profiles. 

Separated and combined influences of the dual-focus IZ diameter and effective 

add power in the final image quality were investigated. 

 

Methods 

 

Dual Focus Power Profiles 

 



Computational wave-optics methods were used to define zonal dual-

focus pupil functions, representing the optic zones centre-distance bifocal CLs 

with different power distributions over an 8 mm optic zone. The dual-focus 

profiles were calculated from combinations of IZ diameters of 2.10, 3.36 and 

4.00 mm and near addition powers of +1.5, +2.0 and +2.5 dioptres (D), resulting 

in a total of nine power profiles. The three IZ diameters were specifically chosen 

to represent the effects of small, medium and large centre-distance correction 

zones, relatively to a 6 mm entrance pupil. This choice of pupil size was based 

on extrapolated data published by Winn et al.23 for 10 years old subjects under 

medium luminance levels (220 cd.m-2). A further requirement was that the 

distance and near zones areas of the power profiles were approximately the 

same for all designs, during distance and near viewing. For near viewing, this 

requirement was limited by the 4.00 mm IZ diameter, and was only maintained 

for pupil diameters above 5.4 mm (see Table 1), which, in the functional 

accommodative model described below (see Trough Focus Image Quality 

section), represents an accommodative response (A) of about +1.75 D. 

 For each dual-focus design, two wavefront error maps were computed 

across an 8 mm fixed diameter, one containing a distance correction of –2 D 

and another with -2 D + add power, defined over a 512 x 512 array, using a 

monochromatic reference wavelength of 0.55 µm for all calculations. Next, 

these wavefront maps were subdivided in four zones, which were interleaved to 

assemble a single, composite wavefront with zero phase discontinuities. 

Transition zones with a 0.1 mm width were modelled at the interface between 

each neighbouring zone. Although these could be considered as intermediate 

zones (making the profiles multifocal instead of bifocal), due to their small area 

they do not present a considerable impact in the through-focus performance, 

and only have the purpose of mirroring the physical reality of zonal dual-focus 

CLs. The resulting wavefront comprised the phase portion of the eye plus dual-

focus pupil function, specified relative to the ideal spherical wavefront that 

converges onto the retina. No spherical aberration was added to the resulting 

wavefront, therefore, we assume that the average positive spherical aberration 

of the eye24,25 couples with the negative spherical aberration26 regularly 

implemented in contemporary contact lenses.27 The resulting sagittal power 

profiles of the dual-focus lenses on the eye, calculated using differential 

geometry of the wavefront,28 are plotted in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Sagittal power of the dual-focus profiles on the eye, plotted as a 

function of radial position from the centre to the edge of the pupil, for a 2.10 

(left), 3.36 (middle) and 4.00 mm (right) IZ diameters, with a +2 D addition, in 



the relaxed (solid line) and accommodated states (dashed line: A=+1.25 D and 

dotted line: A=+2.50 D), showing the ocular contributions to image quality.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Dimensions used to model each of the dual-focus profiles zones and 

their correspondent near (NZ) and distance (DZ) zone areas, for different pupil 

diameters/accommodative responses (A). Transitions zones were considered 

as extensions of the distance and near zones divided at half width.  
 

Zones Diameter (mm) 
Area (%) vs. Pupil Diameter 

6 mm  
(A=0D) 

5.56 mm 
(A=+1.25D) 

5.13 mm 
(A=+2.50D) 

DZ1 NZ1 DZ2 NZ2 DZ NZ DZ NZ DZ NZ 

2.10 4.17 6.18 8.00 64% 36% 58% 42% 51% 49% 

3.36 4.92 6.57 8.00 64% 36% 58% 42% 51% 49% 

4.00 5.37 6.78 8.00 64% 36% 58% 42% 61% 39% 

 

Image quality 

 

Image quality was defined by the Visual Strehl computed in the OTF 

domain (VSOTF). The VSOTF is a normalized measure of retinal image quality 

defined as the volume under the visually-weighted optical transfer function 

(OTF) for an aberrated eye divided by the corresponding volume for an optically 

perfect eye (diffraction limited).29,30 To make VSOTF comparable as pupil size 

varies with accommodation, we modified the standard definition by normalising 

by the diffraction limited volume for a fixed pupil size of 6 mm. This re-

normalization was designated VSOTF*. Optical transfer functions were 

computed by standard Fourier methods31 using custom Matlab software 

(Mathworks, http://www.mathworks.com), and weighted by a standard contrast 

sensitivity function (CSF) of the human eye.32  

 

Through Focus Image Quality 

 

Peak image quality was computed for the nine dual-focus designs, as a 

function of target vergence (TV) in dioptres, ranging from 0 to -3 D, in -0.25 D 

steps, representing an object placed between infinity and about 33.3 cm, from 

the eye’s entrance pupil. For each target vergence, we simulated how 

accommodation will respond to maximize image quality. The procedure 



consisted in adding wavefronts with positive defocus in +0.05 D steps, together 

with different combinations of fourth and sixth-order SA, to the eye + dual-focus 

composite wavefront, which has the effect of modelling the changes in optical 

path added by the hyperbolic shape of the surfaces of the human lens during 

accommodation.33 This change in SA with accommodation was modelled based 

on the equations described by Navarro34 and experimentally validated by 

López-Gil,35 and predicts, for a 6 mm pupil, a reduction in C4
0 of about -0.06 µm 

and an increase in C6
0 of about 0.002 µm/D, per dioptre of positive defocus (see 

Figure 1).  Accommodative miosis was accounted for by setting the diameter of 

the non-zero zone of the amplitude portion of the pupil function to decrease with 

each iteration, so that the final relation between pupil size (Dp) and 

accommodation was of about , in similarity to other published 

results.36 Accommodation in dioptres was calculated from the added wavefronts 

using the equation , where C2
0 is now the zernike defocus coefficient, 

expressed in microns, scaled for a “natural” pupil size of radius r millimetres.  

For each iteration, the resulting image quality value was calculated and 

stored in a vector. The algorithm was then programmed to find local maxima 

using the Matlab built in function findpeaks, with a minimum peak height set to 

VSOTF* = 0.12. This value predicts a level of logMAR visual acuity of about 

0.20,37 and it has been used in previous publications as the threshold for 

acceptable vision.38,39 Hypothetical accommodative responses were defined as 

the dioptric change in positive defocus that, together with the correspondent 

change in SA, produced a significant peak in image quality at each target 

vergence. Figure 2 illustrates this procedure for the three IZ diameters dual-

focus profiles with a +2.00 add, using a target vergence of -2.50 D. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Change in image quality as the eye accommodates for a target 

located at 40 centimetres (TV = -2.50 D). Blue, red and green curves 

correspond to the through-focus image quality obtained for the small, medium 

and large IZ diameters profiles, respectively, with a +2 D add. The dashed line 



corresponds to the accommodative through-focus image quality obtained for a 

diffraction limited naked eye. 

 

Results 

 

Distance viewing image quality, defined by the neural weighting of 

contrast and resolution, was not affected by add power, but was marginally 

affected by diameter of the inner zone (VSOTF* = 0.022  IZ diameter + 0.36; 

R2 = 0.42). 

As expected, for target vergences with accommodative demands near or 

above the effective add power used, the accommodative through-focus curves 

produced a second peak in image quality, from which we can conclude that 

there could be two different accommodative strategies available to the young 

myopes: (1) accommodation is driven by the distance optics for all 

accommodative demands; or (2) the eye attempts to focus the image formed by 

the CLs near optics for accommodative demands near or above the effective 

addition power, together with a reduced accommodative response, whenever 

the image quality yielded by this peak is sufficient for a specific visual task. 

Figure 3, illustrates the change in peak image quality for both hypothetical 

accommodative responses. To facilitate a direct comparison between additions 

and IZ diameters, near image quality obtained for target vergences between -

add and -3 D was averaged and presented in Table 2 as the mean value. 

 
 

Figure 3. Image quality as a function of target vergence, for two possible 

accommodative responses. Each value in the green lines corresponds to a 

peak (local maxima) in image quality produced by accommodating to focus the 

image formed by the distance optics, and each value in the yellow/orange/red 

lines corresponds to a peak in image quality produced by accommodating to 

focus the image formed by the near optics. Peaks bellow VSOTF* = 0.12 were 

disregarded.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Distance viewing peak image quality (IQ) and near viewing mean 

image quality assuming that the eye accommodates to focus the image formed 

by the CL distance optics or by the CL near optics. 

CL# ADD (D) 
IZ diameter 

(mm) Distance IQ 
Near mean IQ 

(distance optics) 
Near mean IQ 
(near optics) 

1 1.5 2.10 0.41 0.15 0.30 

2 1.5 3.36 0.40 0.39 0.25 

3 1.5 4.00 0.46 0.55 0.23 

4 2.0 2.10 0.41 0.16 0.27 

5 2.0 3.36 0.41 0.38 0.22 

6 2.0 4.00 0.44 0.54 0.21 

7 2.5 2.10 0.41 0.15 0.26 

8 2.5 3.36 0.41 0.38 0.21 

9 2.5 4.00 0.48 0.54 0.19 

 

For medium and larger IZ diameters, during near viewing, the simulation 

predicts higher image quality if the subject accommodates to focus the image 

formed by the distance optics of the CLs instead of using the near zones add. 

The opposite was observed for the smaller IZ diameter design. In this case, for 

accommodative demands above the addition power used, the simulation 

predicts a better image quality when focusing the image formed by the near 

optics with a reduced accommodative response. Although this might seem an 

advantage of the smaller IZ diameter, in fact near image quality obtained by 

accommodating to focus the image formed by the near optics was only higher 

by a small amount compared to the other two designs, with mean ± standard 

deviation values for the three adds of 0.28±0.02, 0.23±0.02 and 0.22±0.02, for 

the small, medium and larger IZ diameters, respectively. On the other hand, 

near image quality predicted when accommodation is driven by the distance 

optics was considerably lower relatively to the other two IZ diameters, with 

mean ± standard deviation values for the three adds of 0.15±0.01, 0.38±0.00 

and 0.54±0.01, for the small, medium and larger IZ diameters, respectively.  

 

Discussion 

 

We hypothesised that image quality of non presbyopic patients when 

viewing through dual-focus contact lenses prescribed for myopia control might 

be dependent on the contact lens IZ diameter and effective add power, and that 



this variation in image quality might eventually influence the patient’s 

accommodative response differently. According to the obtained results, distance 

viewing image quality seems not to depend on the effective add power and it 

was only marginally influenced by IZ diameter. On the other hand, a 

dependence relationship seems to exist between near image quality and the 

diameter of the most inner zone during near viewing, when focusing the dual-

focus distance optics with a normal accommodative response. In this situation, 

the larger IZ diameter provided a better image quality for all target vergences. 

The contrary was observed for the smaller 2.10 mm IZ diameter, as near image 

quality obtained by accommodating to focus the distance optics decreased with 

target vergence.  

Previous modelling studies22 suggest that image quality when focusing 

peripheral optical zones will be reduced due to aperture shape and diffraction, 

as well as the high rate of change in power caused by SA in the outer zones. 

Also, in the presence of large amounts of SA (e.g. when accommodating for 

higher demands), the difference in effective power of each zone of nominally 

the same power (see Figure 1) can lead to multiple peaks in the image quality 

profiles or to an increased depth-of-focus surrounding shallower image 

peaks,22,40 such as that observed with the smaller IZ diameter profile plotted in 

Figure 2. Therefore, the drop in image quality for increasing TV seen with the 

smallest IZ diameter design can be explained by the fact that most of its 

distance optics is in an annular zone that has an image quality very susceptible 

to levels of SA, which are increasing with accommodation. On the other hand, 

the image quality achieved by the distance focus of the larger IZ designs is 

dominated by the central IZ diameter, which is much less affected by the 

elevated SA levels. 

Although the performance of bifocal or multifocal contact lenses tends to 

be pupil dependent,37–40 the current results were only obtained with a 6 mm 

distance pupil diameter which decreased with accommodation. For larger or 

smaller pupils, the obtained results will tend to be similar only if the relation 

between pupil diameter and IZ diameter of the CL is maintained.43 Yet, for 

larger pupils, the effects of SA introduced by accommodation will increase the 

negative shift in effective power of the most outer annular zones, making the 

bifocal profiles to behave like multifocals, with multiple and shallower peaks in 

the image quality profiles appearing at higher accommodative demands.  

 

Dual-focus designs with larger distance-centre inner zones will tend to 

promote normal accommodative responses, since image quality during near 

viewing would be significantly higher compared to the one obtained when 

attempting to focus the image formed by the near optics with a reduced 

accommodative response. On the other hand, the smaller inner zone diameter 

profiles tend to promote a reduction in accommodative response, since image 

quality is higher when attempting to focus the image formed by near optics at 

target vergences near or above the effective add power. These results seem to 

agree with former studies that measured the accommodative response of young 

subjects fitted with bifocal contact lenses. In one of these studies,11 subjects 

were fitted with a dual-focus contact lens that was designed having a similar 



power profile as the one of the lenses simulated in this study (IZ diameter = 3.3 

mm; Add = +2.0 D), and accommodation was assessed using an open-field 

autorefractor. The authors concluded that when viewing a target at 40 cm 

distance (TV = -2.50 D) the subject´s accommodation was “driven through the 

central distance-correction zone of the dual-focus contact lens”. Lam et al.15 

also evaluated the accommodative response of young subjects fitted with a 

similar bifocal contact lens for myopia control. Although the power profile of this 

contact lens was not entirely specified, the authors describe it as having 

concentric alternating distance and near zones with a +2.50 D add, 

denominated Defocus Incorporated Soft Contact (DISC). The subject’s 

amplitude of accommodation while wearing the DISC contact lenses was 

measured using the push-up method with Royal Air Force ruler and compared 

against the measure obtain while the subjects were wearing spectacles. The 

authors concluded that the amplitude of accommodation with DISC contact 

lenses was not significantly different from spectacles, and that children wearing 

DISC lenses could accommodate normally to near objects and were “less likely 

to use the defocusing zones for viewing during near tasks”. 

In another study, Aller et al.14 reported a high effectiveness in limiting the 

rate of myopia progression and axial elongation in children and adolescents 

during a 12-month treatment period, with a small IZ diameter centre-near bifocal 

contact lens (Acuvue Bifocal), relative to a conventional single-vision contact. 

Contrary to the previous mentioned studies, the bifocal contact lenses were 

prescribed so that the patients would make use of the near zones of the contact 

lens during near viewing, and the add power was chosen to neutralize near 

associated esophoria. Considering that myopes tend to present high 

convergence to accommodative ratios (AC/A),44 a compromised binocular vision 

due to near esophoria might promote a reduced accommodative response (lag) 

in an effort to maintain normal bifoveal fusion. Because accommodative lag 

generally grows as the accommodative demand grows, there might be a larger 

lag when attempting to focus the (high demand) distance optics, but less lag 

when using the plus power in the near optics (low accommodative demand). 

These differences in lag (defocus) might counterbalance the differences in peak 

image quality achieved when focusing the distance and near optics, caused by 

zone geometry and ocular aberrations. For instance, at a +2.50 D 

accommodative demand, when viewing with the medium IZ diameter design, an 

accommodative response of +2.00 D (lag of +0.50 D, with respect to the 

demand) will achieve a VSOTF* = 0.13 (see Figure 2), which is significantly 

lower than the 0.21 value obtained for a +0.50 D accommodative response. 

Therefore, in the presence of accommodative lag, patients might experience 

better binocular image quality when focusing the image formed by the near 

optics with a reduced accommodative response. In these particular cases, 

patients might also benefit of lower adds to increase the interval of clear vision 

through the near zones (see Figure 3). 

In conclusion, during near viewing through centre-distance bifocal 

contact lens, image quality seems to depend on the diameter of the most inner 

zone of the bifocal contact lens while add power only affects the range of clear 

focus provided by the near optics. When only image quality gain is taken in to 



consideration, larger IZ diameters are most likely to promote normal 

accommodative responses to focus the image formed by the distance optics, 

while the smaller IZ diameter profiles are most likely to promote reduced 

accommodative responses driven by the near optics of the dual-focus contact 

lens. 

Considering that these, and possibly other, specific factors might 

influence the efficacy of such devices in myopia control, it seems important to 

refine clinical protocols to ensure that patients fitted with these devices actually 

experience the desired optical effect.  
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